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The Scene of Politics

After the release of photographs of tortured prisoners at Abu Ghraib prison 
in Iraq in May 2003, a Gallup Poll indicated that 54 percent of Americans 
were “bothered a great deal” by the revelations. A year later the number 
had declined to 40 percent. In December 2005 an AP/IPSOS poll revealed 
that 61 percent of Americans agreed that torture was justifi ed, at least on 
some occasions.1 A May 2006 report by the UN High Commission for 
Human Rights about US torture at Guantánamo Bay was widely reported 
in newspapers, radio, and television, but produced no major outcries, public 
protests, or congressional investigations. Soon thereafter, President Bush—
invoking the fi ctional “ticking bomb” scenario—successfully argued to 
Congress that the CIA should be allowed to use so-called “alternative 
interrogation procedures” and be given immunity from criminal prosecu-
tion for prisoner abuse and war crimes. Despite the efforts of a few sena-
tors, notably Patrick Leahy of Vermont, Sheldon Whitehouse of Rhode 
Island, and Joe Biden of Delaware, that immunity was granted. The US 
public and its representatives, it would seem, were not bothered by the fact 
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130 Stephen F. Eisenman

that the US government permitted and even encouraged its agents to 
 torture people held in their custody.

Admittedly there has been more discussion and controversy about 
 torture in the last four years than previously. The legal protection granted 
by Congress to CIA agents does not extend to the destruction of evidence 
in criminal, civil, or legislative proceedings, and the CIA’s admission in 
December 2007 that it erased videotapes showing its agents employing 
waterboarding in the questioning of two presumed al-Qaeda members 
raised a brief hue and cry in the press and among some Congressional 
Democrats and put some operatives in legal jeopardy. But the criminal 
investigation, announced by Attorney General Michael Mukasey on 
January 2, 2008, should not in fact be taken as evidence that public or 
political sentiment turned decisively against torture. To begin with, the 
prima facie criminality recorded in the videotapes, namely waterboarding, 
was not the subject of the inquiry, only the destruction of evidence. In addi-
tion, the prosecutor put in charge of the case, John Durham, a deputy US 
attorney from Connecticut, was not independent. He initially reported to 
Deputy Attorney General Mark Filip, who, like his boss Mukasey, refused 
during confi rmation testimony to state that waterboarding was a form of 
torture. Durham was, in fact, recommended for his job in Connecticut by 
the previous US attorney, Kevin J. O’Connor, who left his post to become 
chief of staff for Alberto Gonzalez, who oversaw the preparation of the 
infamous 2003 memo that underlay the entire executive branch’s legitima-
tion of torture. In other words, the deputy to the torture czar hired the man 
charged to investigate the destruction of the torture videotapes. The 
appointment of Eric Holder to the post of US Attorney General did not 
change the dynamics of the investigation, and President Obama indicated 
from almost his fi rst day in offi ce that he was not inclined to prosecute CIA 
agents or other government offi cials for human rights abuses. And in fact, 
in November 2010 John Durham allowed the statute of limitations to lapse 
in the destruction of evidence case.

Support for torture in the United States is not hidden in a web of pro-
fessional loyalties and secret agendas; it is open and available for all to see. 
The 2008 Republican Party presidential candidates argued in public 
debates in favor of more latitude for Army and CIA interrogators—that is, 
for more torture, not less. Rudolph Giuliani, whose police practiced tor-
ture under his mayoral watch in New York City, was particularly unabashed. 
(Recall here that the police who tortured and sodomized Abner Louima in 
a Brooklyn police station in 1997 were said to have shouted, “This is 
Giuliani-time.” That is how his administration is now largely remembered.) 
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Waterboarding: Political and Sacred Torture  131

Even the eventual Republican nominee, John McCain, who co-sponsored 
a law banning torture, agreed to a loophole permitting the CIA, FBI, 
and other agencies to continue to use whatever interrogation measures 
they saw fi t, including waterboarding. The very law designed to curb 
 torture thus actually provides its fi rst de jure legitimation. The two major 
Democratic candidates for president, Clinton and Obama—while denounc-
ing torture on the few occasions the press asked them their opinion—did 
not make Republican support for it a major campaign issue. And given that 
a more pandering, poll-driven political process can hardly be imagined, it 
is highly unlikely that the Republicans and Democrats completely mis-
judged US public opinion. In his recent autobiography, George W. Bush 
declared himself torturer-in-chief by admitting to having personally 
approved the use of waterboarding. “No doubt, the procedure was tough,” 
he coolly wrote.2 Therefore the question remains: can so many Americans 
have truly come to accept torture as necessary and appropriate in the strug-
gle against terrorism?

Pictures of Torture

What if there were something about the pictures of torture from Abu 
Ghraib, or the pictures, descriptions, and even demonstrations of water-
boarding—now widespread on television and on YouTube—that blunted 
outrage? What if the US public, with the connivance of interested sectors 
of government and mainstream media, share a kind of moral and visual 
blindness—I have called it elsewhere the “Abu Ghraib Effect”—that allows 
them to ignore, overlook, or even justify, however partially or provisionally, 
the facts of degradation and brutality manifest in the pictures? And fi nally—
and more hopefully—what if the “Abu Ghraib Effect” can, in some small 
measure at least, be made alien by means of its exposure, analysis, and 
public discussion?

I will not, in the limited space I have here, recapitulate the thesis of my 
2007 book. Suffi ce it to say that I argued that many critics and observers 
misunderstood the nature of the brutal images from Abu Ghraib prison. 
Far from being exceptional pictures that reveal the existence in the United 
States of what the philosopher Giorgio Agamben, following the political 
theorist Carl Schmitt, called a state of emergency or state of exception—
“pure, de facto sovereignty . . . outside of the law”—they are images 
of normative practices in US history, as in the history of Western politics 
and representation. The Abu Ghraib photographs, I argued in addition, 
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132 Stephen F. Eisenman

expose a longstanding pathos formula whereby torture victims are shown 
accepting and even participating in their own chastisement and destruc-
tion. That formula, a protean expression of the barbarism of civilization, 
may be traced from the Hellenistic Pergamon Altar to Michelangelo’s Bound 

Slave to Sodoma’s St. Sebastian and beyond. It is an important basis for late 
Renaissance fresco cycles of capture and enslavement, and veritably ubiq-
uitous in Baroque imagery of martyrdom. By the end of the nineteenth 
century, the motif of the captive or the victim who seems to welcome, par-
ticipate in, or even take pleasure in his own abjection or subjugation—or 
where that subjugation is made erotic—had migrated from the realm of 
high art to commercial and mass media—and most frequently, in the twen-
tieth century, in movies and TV, such as The Thief of Baghdad, (1940), The 

Ten Commandments (1956), and Star Trek (1968).
In television programs such as 24, fi lms such Missing in Action III (1978), 

other Chuck Norris vehicles, and Casino Royale (2006), starring Daniel 
Craig, torture has come to seem both gratifying and comfortingly domes-
tic; in one episode of 24, a father tortures his own son; in the Chuck Norris 
feature, a father is tortured in front of his son; and in the Daniel Craig 
movie, a man suffers excruciating pain and yet asks for his torture to 
 continue. After the diabolical Le Chiffre strikes two terrible blows with a 
knotted rope against James Bond’s testicles, 007 says to his nemesis, “I’ve 
got an itch down there—do you mind?” After still another blow, he says 
“to the right,” and then fi nally, “now the whole world is gonna know 
you’ve scratched my balls.” In Missing in Action III—in a scene that strangely 
anticipates the iconic image from Abu Ghraib—Chuck Norris is tortured 
with electrical charges attached to his chest while standing naked on a box; 
if he moves more than a few centimeters, a gun will automatically dis-
charge, killing his son. He is thereby made responsible for his own suffer-
ing and the life or death of his child.

The treatment of physical torture as a kind of contract—an entente 
between torturer and victim—is in fact basic to its mise-en-scène, as it is to 
psychologically coercive interrogation. The latest US Army Field Manual 
(FM 34-52, 2006), entitled “Human Intelligence Collector Operations,” 
extends to its logical conclusion the central premise of previous interroga-
tion manuals—the necessity of establishing a rapport between interroga-
tor and potential source. It contains a section called “Emotional Love 
Approach” (sec. 8-29) that begins, poetically enough, “Love in its many 
forms (friendship, comradeship, patriotism, love of family) is a dominant 
emotion for most people. The HUMINT collector focuses on the anxiety 
felt by the source about the circumstances in which he fi nds himself, his 
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isolation from those he loves, and his feelings of helplessness.” It continues: 
“Sincerity and conviction are critical in a successful attempt at an emo-
tional love approach as the HUMINT collector must show genuine con-
cern for the source, and for the object at which the HUMINT collector is 
directing the source’s emotion.” Observe here that the phrases “sincerity 
and conviction” and “genuine concern for the source,” if they are to be 
taken seriously—and they surely must—mean that a real bond of affection 
is to be established between the HUMINT and the source, or the torturer 
and the victim. In the notorious 1963 CIA KUBARK manual (KUBARK is 
a cryptonym for the CIA headquarters at Langley, Virginia), under the sec-
tion entitled “Coercive Counterintelligence Interrogations of Resistant 
Sources,” section B, we read:

One subjective reaction often evoked by coercion is a feeling of guilt. 
[Dr. Malcolm L.] Meltzer observes, “In some lengthy interrogations, 
the interrogator may, by virtue of his role as the sole supplier of 
satisfaction and punishment, assume the stature and importance of a 
parental fi gure in the prisoner’s feeling and thinking. Although there 
may be intense hatred for the interrogator, it is not unusual for warm 
feelings also to develop. This ambivalence is the basis for guilt 
reactions, and if the interrogator nourishes these feelings, the guilt may 
be strong enough to infl uence the prisoner’s behavior. . . . Guilt makes 
compliance more likely.”3

The creation of an affective bond between interrogator and source, and 
between torturer and victim, serves more than just practical aims. It serves 
at least two essential ideological functions: (1) assuring those who hold 
the whip that they are as not as bestial as their acts would make them 
seem; and (2) salving the consciences of the citizens of empire: when vic-
tims are rendered abject, or in the case of detainees at Abu Ghraib or 
Guantánamo Bay, represented as debased or sexually degenerate, the 
public is encouraged to believe that they are deserving of chastisement, 
conquest, or destruction. According to the perfect tautology of torture, 
the victim deserves his fate simply because he is a victim. As Agamben 
writes in State of Exception: “in the detainee at Guantánamo, bare life 
reaches its maximum indeterminacy.”4 The coerced homoeroticism in the 
Abu Ghraib images was specifi cally staged both to conform to Western 
stereotypes of Islamic (or Oriental) sexuality, and to especially offend 
Muslim sensibilities by violating the doctrine of “halal” or “religious 
purity.” The digital photographs may thus be placed within the tradition 
that Said defi ned as “Orientalism.”
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Waterboarding

But what about images—extant and erased—of waterboarding? Does the 
relatively mild US public response to revelations about waterboarding 
have anything to do with the nature of this practice and the character of 
these pictures? May public reactions to them too be subsumed under the 
rubric of the “Abu Ghraib Effect”? Do the US military and CIA employ 
waterboarding precisely because it can be made to seem benign and even 
consensual—because it too can be assimilated to the “emotional love 
approach”?

The practice of waterboarding, sometimes called with intentional irony 
“the water cure,” has been documented in the United States since the mid-
nineteenth century, and has always been considered a form of torture. US 
Army soldiers stationed in the Philippines in 1900 employed the water 
cure against Filipino soldiers and were court-martialed two years later for 
the offense. Theodore Roosevelt stated that though he believed “nobody 
was seriously damaged . . . torture is not a thing we can tolerate.” At the 
Tokyo War Crimes Trial convened in Tokyo in May 1946, several Japanese 
prison commanders and guards were convicted of so-called Class B and C 
offenses—War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity—for having over-
seen or conducted interrogations of US prisoners employing waterboard-
ing. Two victims testifi ed about the practice: “They would lash me to a 
stretcher then prop me up against a table with my head down. They would 
then pour about two gallons of water from a pitcher into my nose and 
mouth until I lost consciousness.” The second stated: “They laid me out on 
a stretcher and strapped me on. The stretcher was then stood on end with 
my head almost touching the fl oor and my feet in the air. . . . They then 
began pouring water over my face and at times it was almost impossible 
for me to breathe without sucking in water.”5 (It should be noted that 
US soldiers also waterboarded Japanese.)

Waterboarding was used by North Korea and China during the Korean 
War, by the Soviet Union under Stalin, and by the French in Algeria. In the 
journalist Henri Alleg’s book from 1957, La Question, which became a ral-
lying cry for French intellectuals opposed to the colonial war, the author 
described his own water torture. An interrogator tied the naked Alleg to a 
plank, wrapped a rag around his head, and forced his mouth open with a 
wooden wedge. Then, a rubber tube attached to a spigot was suspended 
over his face. Alleg writes:

When everything was ready, he said to me: “When you want to talk, all 
you have to do is move your fi ngers.” And he turned on the tap. The rag 
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was soaked rapidly. Water fl owed everywhere: in my mouth, in my nose, 
all over my face. But for a while, I could still breathe in small gulps of 
air. I tried, by contracting my throat, to take in as little water as possible 
and to resist suffocation by keeping air in my lungs for as long as 
I could. But I couldn’t hold on for more than a few moments. I had the 
impression of drowning, and a terrible agony, that of death itself, took 
possession of me. In spite of myself, all the muscles of my body 
struggled uselessly to save me from suffocation. In spite of myself, the 
fi ngers of both hands shook uncontrollably. “That’s it! He’s going to 
talk,” said a voice.6

Waterboarding was also practiced by US soldiers in Vietnam and by Pol 
Pot’s Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, and there are recent reports of water-
boarding in Ethiopia (approved by the United States) and elsewhere in the 
horn of Africa.

The main purpose of waterboarding, like most forms of torture, is not 
the extraction of truthful testimony—the victim will say anything to stop 
the ordeal—but the eliciting of confession: confession of error, apostasy, or 
moral responsibility. (The mere fact that torture so rarely obtains truth, and 
yet intelligent and highly trained people do it again and again, is an obvious 
indication that it serves another purpose.) However, there is something spe-
cial about the practice of waterboarding, which, since its inception in the 
late Middle Ages, has allowed its adepts to believe they are engaged not in 
an act of physical torture, but of moral suasion, and even religious sanctifi -
cation. At the time of the Inquisition in Spain at the end of the fi fteenth 
century, water torture and death by drowning—tortura del agua or tormenta 

de toca—were seen as particularly suitable punishments for Anabaptists 
(those who withheld baptism during childhood, in preference for adult 
anointing) and indeed for anyone (especially Jews and Gentiles) who denied 
the purifying waters of Catholic baptism. In a sort of inversion of this actu-
ality, the artist Albrecht Altdorfer in 1520 in his St. Florian altarpiece (Ufi zzi 
Museum) represented the imminent drowning of the fourth-century St. 
Florian—a Roman soldier who refused direct orders to torture and kill 
Christians. He will be sanctifi ed as a martyr by his water cure. Similarly, the 
fourteenth-century St. John Nepomuk, the national saint of Bohemia, 
received his water cure—drowning in the Vtlava (Moldau) River—for 
having refused to divulge the secrets of the confessional. (A painting by 
Syzmon Czechowicz from 1750 in the National Museum of Poland shows 
the saint being ushered off the side of the bridge by a contingent of polite 
soldiers and a chorus of cherubim.) One sacrament, baptism, was inverted to 
punish the saint for his rigid observance of another, confession.
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The frontispiece illustration to the anonymously written A Memento for 

Holland (1652), an account of the tortures perpetrated by men from the 
Dutch East India Company against some Englishmen accused of conspir-
acy, recalls an image of crucifi xion, and the text speaks of the barbarism of 
Christians and Muslims:

Now comes John Clerk. . . . First, they twined him up by the hands with 
a cord on a large door, where they made him fast to two staples of iron, 
fi xt on both sides on the top of the door-posts, stretching his hands 
asunder as wide as they could: and being thus made fast, his feet hung 
about two foot from the ground, which also they extended as far as they 
could, and so made them fast unto the bottom of the door. They bound 
a cloth about his neck and face, so close, that little or no water could go 
by. When they had done this, they poured the water softly upon his 
head, until the cloth was full up to his mouth and nostrils, so that he 
could not draw breath, but he must suck in water; which being still 
continued to be poured in softly, forced his intrails to come out at his 
eyes, ears, and nose, almost to strangling. Never were there such horrid 
cruelties exercised among the Turks and Barbarians, as among those 
that pretend Christianity. They were so cruel to him, that they 
tormented him until his breath was gone, so that he fainted: then they 
took him quickly down, and made him vomit up the water; and being a 
little recovered, they pull’d him up again, and charged him with the 
water again, till they had stifl ed him as before: and this was exercised on 
this poor wretch three or four several times, till his body was swoln 
twice as big as ordinary, his cheeks puft up like a pair of bladders, and 
his eyes starting and strutting out beyond his forehead.7

The practice of today’s waterboarding is largely unchanged since the prac-
tice was fi rst described. In a videotaped demonstration of waterboarding 
given by a group of ex–Navy Seals, produced for CNN and widely avail-
able on YouTube and elsewhere, the practice is made to seem almost 
sacred—a forced baptism—and in the end, the victim is almost giddy. 
Perhaps the apparent general comfort with waterboarding—on the parts 
of the 2008 Republican candidates (avowed baptizers all, including one 
Baptist minister), the born-again president, and the broadly Christian 
 public—was connected to their inevitable faith in the cleansing and sancti-
fying character of water. Perhaps waterboarding, invariably called “simu-
lated drowning” or “feigned drowning” in the media instead of simply 
“drowning” or “water torture,” is perceived to be no more threatening than 
full-immersion adult baptism?
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Countereffects

Let me just conclude by saying that images may be used to buttress impe-
rial and other forms of violence, or they may be used to contest them. 
Certain artists, writers, and fi lmmakers in the modern tradition—Hogarth, 
Goya, Picasso, Sartre, Benjamin, Pontecorvo, and others—have challenged 
this regime of imperial images in the name of emancipation, autonomy, 
and democracy. They have represented torture as it really is—the unmiti-
gated and wanton imposition of violence and cruelty by those with power 
upon those with none, and have even roused public opinion against 
 violence and war. For example, the late American painter Leon Golub’s 
Mercenary, Interrogation and White Squad series from the late 1970s and 
’80s are life-size fi gure paintings of leering, hyper-masculine men of uncer-
tain nationality or race, shown taunting or abusing seated, kneeling, bound, 
hooded or otherwise subordinate men or women. These works, including 
Golub’s Interrogation II, were derived from news photographs and journal-
istic accounts of actual torture scenarios in South Africa, Guatemala, El 
Salvador, and elsewhere. Scab-colored, scraped raw, unstretched, unframed, 
and hung from grommets, the paintings themselves appear to have been 
beaten and abused, the physical evidence of prior acts of debasement and 
torture. Golub lived to see the photos from Abu Ghraib, and told his friend, 
the critic David Levi Strauss, that

the techniques pictured—hooding, forced nakedness, sexual 
humiliation, stress positions, dogs, etc.—were all common torture 
techniques, right out of the book. “Walling up” with hoods or 
blindfolds increases the sense of isolation and defenselessness. Essential 
to torture is the sense that your interrogators control everything: food, 
clothing, dignity, light, even life itself. Everything is designed to make it 
clear that you are at the mercy of those whose job it is not to have any 
mercy. Hooding victims dehumanizes them, making them anonymous 
and thing-like. They become just bodies. You can do anything you want 
to them.8

The thing-like character of the seated, bound, hooded body in Interrogation 

II is contrasted with the angular athleticism of the standing torturers; they 
gaze at the spectators insolently, daring them even to reprove, much less 
stop them. The physically raw and emotionally extremist theatre depicted 
in Interrogation II—unlike the artifacts of recent mass culture cited earlier—
precludes erotic pleasure. The painting instead describes the emotional 
insensibility of the torturers and the complete physical vulnerability of 
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Sue Coe, We Do Not Torture. © Sue Coe, image courtesy 
of the artist.
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the victim. They draw upon an ancient pathos formula in order to expose 
its artifi ce and viciousness, turn it upside-down, and render it useless as a 
weapon in the war of the powerful against the vulnerable.

Sue Coe’s recent lithograph We Do Not Torture reprises the history of 
the pathos formula, thereby engaging both in critique and metacritique. 
Three men hold a wooden board upon which is strapped an emaciated 
victim. They tip it backwards at a forty-fi ve-degree angle so that water 
from a spigot may be forced into the torture victim’s mouth. The faces 
of the tortures are diffi cult to interpret—pitiless, but also matter-of-fact; 
grotesque, but also ordinary. A barred window at the upper left is the 
source for the triangle of light that illuminates the scene. At the upper 
right, a limp fi gure dangles from a rope. Holbein, Caravaggio, Goya, and 
Blake are touchstones for Coe. She says she uses their works because they 
are shortcuts for her—fast and easy ways to move the spectator to an 
understanding of the history of violence, the complicity of artists in pro-
grams of coercive violence, and the sometimes ambiguous line between 
images that eroticize pain and images that challenge the assertion that 
 torture is ever the free choice of victims. Torture bears no resemblance to 
truth, pleasure or cooperation; it is oppression, violence, frequently death, 
and nothing more.
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